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Abstract
Mathematical models describing aerial spraying and the distribution of liquid droplets on a target
were presented. Relationships based on “free models” with Gaussian distribution of droplet concentrations and “bound models” that account for the impact of disturbances in the velocity field behind
agricultural aircraft were expanded, and the hybrid model too. The results of experimental studies were
presented and compared with theoretical calculations. The “bound model” was found to be the most
effective solution for describing the physical phenomena that accompany the aerial spraying process.
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1. SYMBOLS
A, a
b [m]
d [µm]
g [m·s-2]
h [m]
i
j
k
l

– coefficients
– wing span
– mean droplet diameter
– acceleration due to gravity
– spraying height
– versor of x-axis
– versor of y-axis
– versor of z-axis
– linear dimension
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u* [m ∙ s-1]
h* [m]
r [m]
rs [m]
v [m·s-1]
v1[m·s-1]
v2 [m·s-1]
v3 [m·s-1]
t [s]
BV
CD
CV
D [dm3·ha-1]
I
Kt
N
Pr
[m]
R [m]
Re
T [K]
T [N]
U* [m·s-1]
W [dm3·s-1]
Vr [m·s-1]
V [m3]
α [°]
Γ [m2·s-1]
ρ [kg·m-3]

– friction velocity in boundary layer near the ground
– surface roughness parameter
– vector-radius in a plane perpendicular to flight direction
– propeller radius
– air disturbance velocity relative to the ground
– component of air disturbance velocity related to wing wake
– component of air disturbance velocity related to propeller wake
– wind speed
– time
– cumulative droplet volume distribution
– drag coefficient of droplets
– coefficient of variation
– dose
– turbulence intensity
– coefficient of turbulent diffusion
– number of vortex lines modeling the wing wake
– Prandtl number
– vector-radius
– propeller wake radius
– Reynolds number
– temperature
– propeller thrust
– dynamic velocity
– flow rate
– aircraft working velocity
– volume
– angle
– circulation
– density

Subscripts
o
¯
~
c
d
p

– initial
– average value
– influence of ground proximity
– liquid
– droplet
– air
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r
s
u
w
(*)
||

– working
– sedimentation
– crop field
– wind
- d/dt ( )
– absolute value

2. INTRODUCTION

Pesticide spraying plays a very important role in crop production. Chemical agents are highly effective in eliminating pests, diseases and weeds, and they are commonly applied due to relatively low
cost. Beyer [4] summarized the view held by many experts that pesticides will continue to be widely
applied in the 21st century as one of the key factors in agricultural production that improve yield and
crop quality. For those goals to be achieved, pesticides have to be continuously improved and, most
importantly, farmers have to be educated about proper pesticide use.
From the 1950s to the 1990s, aircraft played an important role in chemical protection1 agriculture
and forestry areas in the word. Airplanes and helicopters effectively protected crop fields and forests against
pests and fires. They had a clear advantage over ground equipment due to higher effectiveness, lower cost
per hectare and more even distribution of pesticides. Aircraft is indispensable in forest firefighting where
rapid response to a detected threat is of essence. In France, the introduction of firefighting aircraft in 1980
decreased burned forest area 5.8-fold [21]. The area treated with the involvement of agricultural aircraft
were for example in 1990 year: area F=390 mil. ha and the number of agricultural aircraft N=34000.
Statistical data relating to the share of fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft is not available.
Agricultural aircraft was widely applied in Poland. In 1975, treated area exceeded 1 million hectares
per year, it increased to 2 million hectares in 1976 and 3 million hectares in 1977. In 1978-1984, agricultural aircraft was intensively used to fight the rapid increase in the population of the black arches
moth (Lymantria monacha L) in Polish forests. In 1982, 160 airplanes and 21 helicopters were deployed
to protect more than 2.5 million hectares of forests.[22]
Spray drift is one the key factors limiting the effectiveness and safety of aerial applications. Spray
drift is the unintentional diffusion of pesticides and off-target contamination which can lead to:
1. damage or complete loss of neighboring crop fields, contamination of water bodies, recreational
areas and urban areas. Those threats apply mostly to aerial application of herbicides which has been
banned in Poland;
2. loss of sprayed substance,
3. possible decrease in crop yield due to the application of lower pesticide doses,
4. social conflict where non-experts criticize crop dusting programs in the media.
The above factors prompted scientific institutes dealing with aviation and the use of aircraft for
crop and forest protection to develop theoretical analyses and conduct experiments investigating spray
drift phenomena.

1

Artificial fertilization, fire protection and pest control in crop fields and forests.
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From the scientific point of view, spray drift to off-target areas is a highly interesting phenomenon
that has not been fully explored. It is difficult to describe mathematically because effective models
should account for disturbances in the velocity field behind aircraft as well as the movement of droplets
in a turbulent atmosphere where wind speed, air temperature and humidity influence droplet evaporation rates. The following issues should be addressed in attempts to solve the spray drift problem:
1. Identification and mathematical description of spray droplet motion and drift to off-target areas
(crops fields, ground).
2. The application of research findings to improve agricultural aircraft design, and agricultural apparatus.
3. Determination of optimal conditions for aerial spraying and identification of buffer zones.
4. Competence of pilots.
2.1. Objective
The objective of this paper was to present mathematical models and computer simulations of physical phenomena responsible for the distribution and off-target drift of aerially applied spray droplets.
Selected models were compared with experimental results to formulate proposals for future research.
2.2. Movement of spray droplets
The motion of spray droplets dispensed by nozzles can be divided into four phases:
Phase I – droplets move at high speed which is set by the nozzles and drift velocity of aircraft. This
phase is very short due to high drag;
Phase II – droplets fall with sedimentation velocity (terminal velocity) which is affected by disturbances in the velocity field behind aircraft and movement droplets with air masses (wind, turbulence,
convection);
Phase III – takes place when the disturbances caused by the aircraft subside. Droplets which are still
in the air are subjected to forces of gravity, aerodynamic drag and movement of air masses;
Phase IV – droplets penetrate the crop field by settlement, reflection and runoff.

3. MODELING DROPLET MOTION AND DISTRIBUTION

There are two types of models that illustrate the motion and distribution of droplets:
1. models that do not account for the influence of disturbances in the velocity field behind aircraft on
droplet motion and distribution;
2. models that do account for the above factor as well as other parameters that affect droplet trajectory and distribution and the method presented as AGDISP, which is currently North American
Standard.

The above models are referred to as “free models” and “bound models”, respectively. The described
processes can also be analyzed with the involvement of mathematical statistics based on the results of
experiments and practical applications. [15]
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3.1.Free models
In a free model, sprayed liquid is regarded as a cloud of droplets which are subjected to forces of
gravity, vertical turbulent fluctuations and wind forces acting parallel or perpendicular to the direction
of flight.
A semi-empirical model was developed by [3], it was further modified and expanded by [21] who
modified droplet concentration formula and accounted for droplet evaporation [8]. Kaul, et.al. [15]
used the model presented [19] to determine droplet evaporation rates and relied on the findings of [28]
to calculate droplet drift .
Assumptions:
1. In a spray cloud, droplet concentrations have Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σy
along the y-axis in the direction of wind and standard deviation σz relative to the vertical z-axis. The
external boundary of the cloud is an area where droplet concentrations decrease to 10% of their
maximum values. On this assumption, the physical size of a cloud is 4.3 σy and 4.3 σz. [3], Fig. 1.
The cloud becomes dispersed due to sedimentation, turbulence and wind motion. Experimental
data indicates that the dispersion process is linear at initial and successive stages.
2. Droplets are small where Vs t h<< σ2, implying that sedimentation velocity is low.
3. Average wind speed Vw and the coefficient of turbulent diffusion Kt remain constant with changes
in height.
4. All droplets leave the cloud when it reaches the top of the crop field and penetrates it. At this level,
droplet concentrations in air equals zero, i.e. ɸ = 0 for z = hu = 0, which represents the boundary
condition.
The volume flux of droplets falling due to gravity at sendimentation velocity Vs per unit of area can
be described by the below formula:

Fig. 1. Model of the Gaussian distribution [3]

1)
The flux affected by vertical turbulence takes on the following form:
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2)

where:

- vertical concentration gradient at the top layer of the crop field, i.e. Φ = 0 for z = hu = 0

Total flux:
3)

concentration function: Φ(y, z, t) [8], can be modified as follows:
4)
where: W’ – flow rate relative to average wind speed
5)
In view of point 2 above, it can be assumed that:
σ~y and σ = I·y
where:
6)
Coefficient of turbulent diffusion Kt can be determined with the use of the below formula:
7)
Equations (5) and (6) are deployed to produce:
8)
Concentration function φ is differentiated relative to z, where Φ = 0 for z = hu = 0. The above dependencies are modified, rearranged and related to the area of one hectare to determine the spray dose:
9)
The distribution described by formula (9) is shown in Fig. 2. Maximum dose Dmax is determined for
yDmax. After modification, the value of yDmax can be described with the use of the following equation:
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10)
For large droplets at I → 0, when sedimentation velocity is greater than turbulence:
11)
For small droplets or strong turbulence:
12)
Based on the given range of droplet sizes of 100 µm ≤ 800 µm [21], their sedimentation velocity can
be expressed by a linear function of droplet diameters:
13)
where: ao = -0.3126, a1 = 5.3·103 with correlation coefficient r = 0.990.
Formula (13) is substituted into equation (9) to produce:
14)
The above formula can be used to determine dose distributions, but we do not take into account droplet evaporation. We can make the analysis of this process by including into equation (14) relation d in
the form;
15)
where: A, A1 - empirical coefficients received from experiment, depending on the nozzles type and
liquid formulation [21].
16)
It is also possible, to compare, of droplets evaporation use relation proposed by [32]:
17)
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Formula (17) was substituted into equation (14) to produce:

18)

The discussed models (Fig.2) conforms to experimental data (Fig. 7), but due to the adopted assumptions, it seems to be more suited for analyses of pollutant distribution from industrial facilities
than droplet distribution in aerial applications.

Fig. 2. The influence of evaporation on mass distribution.h = 5m, W = 3 dm3/s, d0 = 80 μm,
Vw = 3.5 m/s, Vr m/s [23]

3.2.Bound models
The flight of aircraft causes velocity field disturbances across a significant area of the flight path. The
energy of such disturbances is immense, and there have been cases where a small airplane was thrown
off the take-off lane because it had started taxiing too early after the departure of large passenger aircraft. The above is caused by wingtip vortices, the arrangement of tail control surfaces, propeller wake
and trails of exhaust gas from jet engines or turboprop engines. At further distance behind an airplane
or a helicopter, vortices are concentrated in two sites whose axes are separated by a distance equal to
approximately 0.8 of wing span (Fig. 3).
The effect of disturbance energy on the trajectory of droplets sprayed with the speed of 8-12 m·s-1
has to be taken into account. Trajectory will be determined mostly by droplet size and the location of
nozzles on the spraying boom.
The effect of disturbances on the motion and distribution of droplets was first described by Reed
in a NACA report of 1954 [20].
Reed analyzed droplet trajectory in plane perpendicular to the direction of flight on the assumption that
droplets move in a velocity field induced by free vortices modeled as two infinitely long vortex lines which
interact mutually over time. The above author assumed that droplet spectra have normal distribution.
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Fig. 3. Auxiliary plane π for determining the deformation of the vortex behind the aircraft. [18]

He optimized the location of nozzles to optimize the effective swath width. Derevianko [9] and
Kamiński [14] expanded the above theory in studies involving biplanes. They examined two pairs of
horseshoe vortices and the effects exerted by propeller wake and crosswind. Kamiński [14] and [32]
analyzed the influence of droplet evaporation. The above problems were also addressed by other researchers [5], [7], [19], [26], [30], [31], [32].
The model proposed by Pietruszka[18] seems to best describe droplet dispersion and distribution.
The above model was formulated on the following assumptions:
1. a velocity disturbance field behind aircraft is generated by vortex wake shed by wings and the propeller. The wing wake is modeled by inviscid and incompressible flow of 20 vortex line,
2. an additional velocity field generated by a vortex shed by the propeller axis and a thin vortex shed
by propeller circumference may be observed in the propeller wake. Vortex displacement from propeller axis and deformation of the propeller wake due to wing interference were taken into account,
3. the velocity field is additionally modified by the influence of ground proximity,
4. droplet evaporation rates have been taken into account,
5. the logarithmic wind velocity profile near the ground is determined by the height of crop plants.
Two separate problems were modeled:
1. the velocity field behind aircraft,
2. movement of droplets in a given area of the velocity field.

4.VELOCITY FIELD BEHIND AIRCRAFT

A velocity disturbance field behind aircraft is the vector sum of wing wake velocity, propeller wake
velocity and wind speed:
19)
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4.1.Wing wake
The wing is a lifting surface [1] in incompressible, stationary potential flow that stretches to fuselage surface. Wing-fuselage interferences are analyzed based on the slender-body theory formulated
in [1]. The distribution of vortex line circulations was determined by the “vortex lattice” method proposed by [16].
Deformations of vortex lines in a plane perpendicular to the direction of flight are presented in
Fig.3. The initial configuration of vortex lines is related to the wing lifting line. The movement of vortex lines in plane Π is described by the following formula:
20)
where: r – velocity vector of the ith vortex line perpendicular to the direction of flight.
The effect of singularities on the fuselage is induced by mutual interactions between vortex lines,
and it rapidly disappears. This phenomenon can be illustrated with the below equation:

21)
where: Γj is the circulation of the jth vortex line.
The above set of differential equations is solved by numerical integration.
Assuming that velocity field disturbances in the vicinity of aircraft result from vortex wake generated by horseshoe vortices, and more remote disturbances – by vortex lines, disturbance velocity can be
modeled with the below equation:

22)

where: Γ’j is the circulation of the jth horseshoe vortex, dl – component of a horseshoe vortex, xd – distance between the droplet and aircraft on the x-axis.
The influence of ground proximity was determined by mirror reflection.
4.2.Propeller wake
A rotating propeller induces an additional velocity field behind it. This field can be expressed by
the below formula:
23)
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where: Γs = 2M/ρaωR2 is the circulation of the vortex inside the propeller axis
ω – angular velocity of the propeller,
y’ z’ – coordinates of rd – rs,
rs– vector-radius at the center of propeller wake cross-section,
rd– vector-radius of droplet position in a plane perpendicular to the direction of flight.

Fig.4. Propeller wake

In propeller wake theory, rsπ is given by the below formula:
24)
The effect of propeller wake (Fig.4) on the velocity field on the wing and fuselage is taken into account
by modifying boundary conditions on the fuselage and the wing section influenced by propeller wake.
Propeller wake becomes displaced with distance from aircraft. g. 6). Its displacement is described
by the following formula:
25)
4.3.Wind speed
Average wing speed at flight height h has been adopted for calculations. In determinations of the
coefficient of variation of effective swath width, which is one of the key determinants of treatment
quality, it is assumed that wind direction is parallel to the flight direction vector with a reverse sense.
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In determinations of droplet drift, wind direction is assumed to be perpendicular to the direction
of flight.
The influence of ground coverage (type of crop) on the velocity field was determined by introducing a boundary layer with a logarithmic velocity profile [11]:
26)
where: k – von Karman constant.

5.DROPLET MOTION

5.1Motion equation
Droplets sprayed with high initial speed are characterized by significant differences in diameter
from below 100µm to several hundred micrometers, subject to nozzle type. The respective Reynolds
numbers were in the range of 0.1 ≤ Re ≤ 100 relative to sedimentation velocity.
According to [6], the correlation between the droplet drag coefficient and Reynolds number is
represented by the below formula:

27)

The approximation error does not exceed 6% for this range of Reynolds numbers. Droplet motion
can be expressed by the following general formula [27]:
28)
where:
m = πρdd3/6
FD – aerodynamic drag,
FA – effect of apparent air mass,
FM, FB – Magnus and Basset forces, respectively.
In the analyzed form of motion, FA, FM, FBcan be disregarded. Droplet evaporation rates are taken
into account based on the formula proposed by [19] which is consistent with experimental results for
Re ≤ 200. The above mentioned equation has the following form:
29)
where: A = 82.475 10-12 m2·K-1·s-1
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The droplet motion equation takes on the following form:
30)

where: d=d(t) and ρd = ρd (d/d0)
5.2.Trajectory and distribution of droplets
Reed [20] presented the correlation between droplet spectra, droplet trajectories and their lateral
distribution on a crop field. Let us assume that the active substance in the sprayed liquid does not evaporate. It is also assumed that yg = yg (do), where yg is coordinate y of a drop with initial diameter do falling
on a crop field, the sprayed substance is released by point emission, and Bv = Bv (d) is cumulative droplet
volume distribution. Under the given conditions, the dose can be calculated from the following formula:
31)
D is the average dose of the active ingredient on the ground in strip <yg (do + Δd) – yg (do)> in terms
of liquid volume of the initial dose, and:
32)
where: D0 – local dose for yg (do).
When droplets are sprayed by many nozzles, the dose (both local and average) is the sum of doses
for all nozzles. Droplets within the propeller wake are treated differently. This highly turbulent flux
affects droplet trajectory, it moves droplets to the other side and disrupts distribution symmetry.
According to [18], the calculation process can be divided into four stages for greater convenience:
1. determination of span-wise distribution of circulation,
2. determination of vortex wake deformation behind aircraft,
3. solution of the droplet motion equation,
4. determination of spray distribution.

6.COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

6.1.Free model
A computer simulation of the “free model” was performed based on the following input data: flight
parameters, flow rate, average droplet diameter, evaporation rate and turbulence intensity. Theoretical
and experimental data regarding dose distribution as a function of drift is presented in Fig. 5. and Fig. 6.
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6.2.Bound models
The bound model supported an in-depth analysis of the discussed problem.
The first step in the procedure involved the determination of the span-wise distribution of circulation. Vortex wake wrapping (t = 0 s) and vortices 46.4 m behind the trailing edge (t = 1 s) and 185.6 m
behind the trailing edge (t = 4 s) were calculated in a plane perpendicular to the direction of flight.
The result of calculation process is presented in Fig. 5.
The mathematical model supported analyses of droplet trajectory in a plane perpendicular to the
direction of flight, subject to droplets size and nozzle distribution on the spraying boom. The trajectories of droplets with diameter of 150 µm, 200 µm and 300 µm are presented in Fig. 6.

Fig.5. Cross-section vortex wake behind the aircraft (PZL M18 “Dromader”).[18]

Fig.6. Trajectories of water droplets [21]
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The conclusion of this analysis is fig.7. present distribution received by Pietruszka [18], Trayford
[32] and experimentally

Fig.7. Lateral distribution of 1% nigrosine aqueous solution determined theoretically and experimentally [18],
compare with proposed by [32].

Experiment with involvement of the M–18 “Dromader”, airplanes equipped with jet nozzles of
flow rate W=7.1 dm3/s, dMV =215 μm and parameters of flight: h=4 m, Vr = 46,4 m/s, winter speed
Vw = 0.2 m/s
6.3.The Agricultural Dispersal model (AGDISP)
It is interesting and popular model which is the currently North American Standard. The model
was presented first time by Bilianin et. al [5 ] in 1989 year and modified several times by Teske and
Teske et.al, for example [30], [31]. In their opinion the speed of rotation in aerodynamical wake can
be expressed with a simple two-dimensional flow field. The form of this field, size and chracter od drift
depend to a large extend on the size of the aircraft.
If we discussed flow field, the model can present too large simplifications:
1. The model makes an assumption that all aerodynamical lift which is generated by wings is only the
sole sources of disturbances flow field around the aircraft.
2. Agrees with vortex lattice method (VLM), a plane can be substitute of field of vortex. In AGDISP
method the wing wake is modelling the flow with only one horseshoe vortex which exists in a moment when a flow passed the plane, in[18] is 20.
3. The formula of circulation of this wire for airplanes and specially for helicopters is too large of
simplification.
4. Propeller wake model is made on assumption that speed of vortex generated by propeller is proportional to the radius of a propeller (R) and achieves maximum for R. Above is equal to zero. It
is not correct.
In Seredyn’s opinion [26] AGDISP presents the problem of aerial spraying worse than Pietruszka’s
[18] model.
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7.EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

The Institute of Agricultural Aviation at the former University of Agriculture and Technology in
Olsztyn conducted extensive research into spray drift at Germany old an airport in Gryźliny near Olsztyn. The field has the area of more than 100 ha, and it is covered with grass. The applied methodology
was described in detail in [24].
Two types of aircraft were used: An-2R airplane and Mi-2R helicopter.
Table 1.Technical parameters of tests
Aircrafts

Apparatus

Nozzles

Dose [l/ha]

dmv [μm]

V [m/s]

h [m]

An -2R

atomizers

AU-3000

9.65

109.9

44.4

4.5

jet nozzle

W – 7.2

48.35

186.1

44.4

4.5

jet nozzle

W – 17.4

106.16

223.2

44.4

4.5

atomizer.

electrical

8.08

93.6

22.2

4.5

atomizer

electrical

20.50

125.6

Helicopter

4.5

The following parameters were registered: height of flight, flight speed, aircraft position relative to the
measurement line, weather conditions, wind speed, wind direction, air temperature and air humidity
at the altitude of 2 m. Two spray solutions were applied’
––2% aqueous solution of nigrosine,
––30% aqueous solution of nitrogen with the addition of 2% nigrosine.
The applied liquids were models of aqueous solutions and liquid fertilizers which are applied in practice. The measurement line was parallel to wind direction, and it comprised the following sampling sites:
––measurements of mass distribution along a section of 200 m,
––measurements of droplet size and spraying density along a section of 800 m,
––three masts with the height of 8m positioned at the distance of 100 m, 300 m and 500 m from the
flight axis. The measurement line is presented in Fig. 8.

Fig.8. Measurement line. (1. measurement line, 2.fight path, 3.mass samplers, 4.droplet samplers, 5.masts,
6.measurement of meteorological conditions, 7.cameras, 8.markers.) [ 23]
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Following the deposition of the sprayed liquid, the samples were collected and analyzed calorimetrically to determine substance mass. The size of droplet traces was determined with the use of
a computer-aided imaging system in The Institute of Aviation in Warszawa. Every test was performed
in 3 to 5 replications. The above experiment was discussed also in [23], [25]. The theoretical and the
experimental distribution is presented in Fig.9

Fig.9. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results. D=48.35 dm3/ha, W = 7.35dm3/s, Vr = 44.4 m/s,
Vw=4.5 m/s, h = 4.5m, Vw = 4.5m/s, I = 0.1, dVM = 187 μm [21]

CONCLUSIONS

1. Bound models, in particular the expanded model proposed by [18] support analyses of physical
phenomena that accompany the movement and distribution of aerially sprayed droplets. The modeled results are highly consistent with experimental data.
2. Bound models have significant practical implications. They provide a low-cost alternative to field
experiments aiming to optimize the lateral distribution of the sprayed droplets (low coefficient of
variation) and the distribution of nozzles on the boom.
3. Free models are also characterized by a high degree of consistency with experimental data, they are
simple to use, but they fail to explain all physical phenomena that accompany the spraying process.
4. The reliability of free models could be improved by abandoning certain computational simplifications, in particular constant values of wind speed and coefficients of turbulent diffusion.
5. Further research is needed to produce a higher degree of conformity between theoretical and experimental results, maybe developing the AGDISP model or model presented by Seredyn [26]
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Figures
Fig. 1. Model the Gaussian distribution
Fig. 2. The influence of evaporation on mass distribution. h=5 m, W=3dm3/s, do=80 μm, Vw=3.5 m/s,
Vr=33.3 m/s
Fig. 3. Auxiliary plane Π for determining deformations of the vortex wake behind aircraft
Fig. 4. Propeller wake
Fig. 5. Cross-section of vortex wake behind the wing trailing edge
Fig. 6.Trajectories of water droplets
Fig. 7. Lateral distribution of nigrosine in 1% aqueous solution determined and theoretically [18], on
the method proposed by [32] and experimentally
Fig. 8. The measurement line: 1 – measurement line, 2 – flight path, 3 – mass sampling sites, 4 – droplet sampling sites, 5 – masts, 6 – weather control station, 7 – camera, 8 – markers [21]
Fig.9. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results.W = 7.35 dm3/s, h = 4.5m, Vw = 4.5m/s,
I = 0.1. [21]

